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Abstract 
 
The Earth System Science Education Alliance (ESSEA) online professional development 
course for middle school classroom teachers uses real-world events to develop content 
understandings of Earth system science, and it models best practices for age-appropriate 
pedagogy. 
 
The course is structured into three, weeklong learning cycles of content exploration, 
extension, and application. During the first week participants work together in groups to 
study the impact of the real-world events on the atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere, and 
lithosphere.  In the second week new teams are formed to develop interactions between the 
different Earth system spheres.  In week three teachers apply these newfound 
understandings by creating classroom applications that transfer Earth system science 
knowledge to their K-12 students. 
 
Each time the ESSEA course is offered by Wright State University's Department of 
Geological Sc iences, participants are selected at random for classroom visitations to 
determine the efficacy of the online course on teacher content understandings, on the use 
of classroom inquiry, and on the implementation of classroom applications developed.  A 
case study is presented that inc ludes: a visitation in November 2002, text from the course's 
threaded discussions, and video clips of students doing Earth system science in their fifth-
grade classroom.  Follow-up interviews with the classroom teacher indicate that she is 
continuing to use inquiry-based science as a tool to develop students' content knowledge.  
Building these understandings make it more likely that students will pass the new high-stakes 
tests that will be required of all Ohio K-12 students and will lead to a scientifically literate 
citizenry. 
 
Introduction 
 
The national science education standards (National Research Council, 1996) stress the 
need for an inquiry-based science classroom environment with an interdisciplinary science 
curriculum linked by unifying concepts and processes, such as systems, order and 
organization, evidence, models, and explanations.  The Ohio science standards (Ohio 
State Board of Education, 2002) state, "Students' success in meeting the expectations of 
the standards depends on teaching and learning as an active inquiry process.  This means 
that all teachers need the opportunity to teach science as something in which students are 
actively engaged." 
 
School districts cannot realize these national and state goals for science education, 
however, without a skilled staff of K-12 teachers, knowledgeable in interdisciplinary science 
content, pedagogy, and technology, with the classroom resources necessary to deliver 
inquiry-based learning to their students.  The professional development activities 
embedded in this online Earth system science course are designed to be cohesive and 
synergistic and to foster understandings of Earth system concepts. 
 
The course uses technology as a tool in inquiry-based K-12 science activities.  It also 
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supports the development of inquiry-based science classroom applications through support 
from peers and project faculty. 
 
The courses are delivered by the Earth System Science Education Alliance (ESSEA), a 
NASA-supported consortium of institutions of higher learning and educational resource 
centers.  The online courses carry three semester hours of graduate credit. 
 
As a consortium member, Wright State University's Department of Geological Sciences has 
delivered online Earth system science classes to K-12 classroom educators for the past four 
years.  These courses were developed by the Center for Educational TechnologiesÆ at 
Wheeling Jesuit University.  A distinct Earth system course has been developed for each 
distinct audience: elementary, middle school, and high school in-service teachers.  The 
courses seek to develop content understandings of Earth system science, model inquiry 
methods suitable for the designated student age groups, and foster the use of Internet 
technology in K-12 classrooms. 
 
This paper focuses on the structure of the middle school online course and how that 
structure builds support for the development of inquiry-based Earth system classroom 
activities.  In addition, the paper contains an example of a lesson plan and streaming video 
of the classroom application developed by one of the coauthors during the online ESSEA 
course. 
 
   The Middle School Online Course 
 
The middle school version of the online Earth system course for teachers of grades 5-8 uses 
the real-world events of rainforest deforestation, volcanic eruptions, hurricanes, and 
Antarctic ice shelf degeneration as platforms to achieve the course objectives.  A primary 
concern during course design was to create an online learning environment of inquiry 
where interdependence among participants provided the glue necessary for a successful 
community of learners. Bereiter's discussion of inquiry (1992) was used in the design of the 
course to provide a framework for supporting inquiry.  He describes the scientific approach 
to inquiry as the commitment to: 
 
∗      Work toward a common understanding satisfactory to all. 
 
∗      Frame questions and propositions in terms of evidence. 
 
∗      Expand the body of valid propositions. 
 
∗      Subject any belief to examination. 
 
Rogers and Laws (1997) addressed the challenge of building an online community by 
supporting extensive discussions and providing opportunities for cooperative learning.  
Jigsaw cooperative learning structures (Grisham & Molinell i, 1995; Aronson et al., 1978) 
provide a useful method for creating interdependence by having team members form 
temporal ad hoc groups to become "experts" on a content area, then return to their original 
team to share their expertise. Cooperative learning such as that required in the jigsaw 
method requires interaction among students on learning tasks.  The belief is that the 
interaction in itself will lead students to construct knowledge (Damon, 1984; Murray, 1982; 
Wadsworth, 1984).  "Students learn from one another because in their discussions of the 
content, cognitive conflicts arise, inadequate reasoning is exposed, disequilibration will 
occur, and higher-quality understandings will emerge" (Slavin, 1995). 
 
The online course slowly introduces participants to its structure before plunging fully into 
graded, fourth week collaborative activities.  Starting slowly has several advantages.  It 
allows non-technical users to learn about cyberspace and for everyone to become 
accustomed to the layout of the course web site.  During weeks two and three participants 
introduce themselves to others assigned to their teams, name their "event" teams, and are 
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introduced to Earth system science. 
 
During week two the 1988 Yellowstone National Park fires are used as an event that 
impacted upon Earth's interacting and interdependent spheres.  Using a graphic depiction 
(Figure 1), participating teachers are presented with a tutorial on how to examine positive 
and negative feedback loops and dynamic equilibrium. 
 
During week three participants work with their teams to develop a study of the interactions 
between the atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere as a result of the 
meteorite impact on the Yucatan Peninsula 65 mill ion years ago.  Participants also reflect 
on their progress in content knowledge and pose questions in a journal space folder in the 
discussion area.  This is a weekly requirement and serves as a space for one-on-one 
discussions with the course facilitators. 
 
Graded work begins in week four.  The course is structured into four, three-week cycles.  
Because the structure of successive learning cycles is identical, this paper will elaborate on 
the first three-week cycle dealing with the deforestation of the Brazilian rainforest. 
 
To begin the deforestation discussion, "event" teams are jigsawed into new groupings, 
called "sphere space" teams.  This means, for example, that in an event team of four, one 
person goes to the atmosphere sphere group discussion, one to the biosphere group 
discussion, and so on.  The objective of the sphere group discussion is for each member to 
become as knowledgeable as possible about deforestation's impact on his or her sphere.  At 
the end of the cycle's first week, participants have collected and discussed information 
concerning their sphere and participated in a group analysis of how the event has impacted 
the sphere they have been studying.  Course facilitators grade the report using the same 
rubric (Figure 2) available to the participants to assist them in the development of the 
report. 
 
 During week five the original event teams reassemble to study the impact between the 
different spheres and the event.  They develop a written study of the causal chains of 
connections between the spheres and the event.  This work is completed in "event space." 
Each member is counted on for knowledge developed during the previous week's sphere 
group discussions.  Course facil itators follow the online dialog, intervening only to ask 
thought-provoking questions or respond to requests. 
 
Week six provides the teacher-participants opportunities to reflect upon and share classroom 
activities they will use with their middle school students.  The lesson plans are posted to 
"classrooms applications space."  After posting their proposed classroom activities, 
participants reflect upon each other plans and offer suggestions or incorporate features into 
their own lesson plans.  Then they teach them in their classrooms. 
 
Classroom Application 
 
A course participant (and eventual coauthor of this paper), was chosen at random to have 
her classroom application videotaped.  Her lesson was aligned with the national science 
education standards and the Ohio academic content standards. In the fifth grade students 
must meet grade-level indicators for Earth system science and inquiry-based science.  Her 
goal was to have students investigate the impact of a volcano on Earth's spheres.  Among 
her objectives were to: 
 
∗      Have students work in groups to investigate the effect of volcanoes on the Earth's 
spheres. 
 
∗      Cooperatively develop a demonstration showing the impact on the sphere that the 
group was studying. 
 
∗      Develop a group presentation containing specific information about the event to 
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sphere interaction, including the demonstration to the rest of the class. 
 
The following excerpt from the threaded discussion area of the ESSEA online Earth system 
course shows the genesis of the lesson plan: 
 
Lesson Motivation:  Previous to my experience with the online classes, I developed 
science lessons around experiments and demonstrations given in our textbook.  I was not 
confident enough myself to develop a lesson on my own because I did not know what the 
results might be.  The online course forced me to develop lessons on my own that included 
more than just one basic concept.  After doing inquiry-based lessons developed during the 
course, I realize how much more effective they are than the lesson outlined in a textbook.  
The students are extremely engaged and they took ownership for their own experiments.  
This allowed everyone to discover and learn things as we explored different concepts.  One 
of the most exciting elements of the lessons I have done so far is the idea that I actually 
learned right along with the students.  I was not a provider of all the knowledge, and, 
therefore, the material become more meaningful for the students.  I also realized through 
ESSEA that by connecting lessons to all spheres of the Earth, the students begin to realize 
how applicable learning science truly is to their lives today.  Therefore, as I plan my 
science lesson today, I am willing to take a chance and explore experiments that are not 
outlined in a textbook, and [I have learned] that those lessons seem to be the concepts that 
my students remember the most about. 
 
Overview of the Lesson:  Discuss briefly an overview of the recent eruption of Mount Etna 
in Sici ly.  This will help the students make a real-life connection to the lesson and develop 
an understanding of the purpose for learning the material.  The students will divide up into 
five groups of four and begin reading the book, Volcanoes, by Seymour Simon (1988).  This 
is a terrific nonfiction book that has excellent pictures and will give students a basic 
understanding of volcanoes.  The students will read the book as a group and discuss it.  
When they are finished, to see how well they read and comprehended the story, they will 
take a short 10-question quiz on the story.  This is to be sure the students understand the 
content before continuing to build on the concepts.  Once they have successfully passed 
the quiz, they will be assigned a sphere to study. 
 
 Day One Lesson:  The students will then go to http://sm.k12.oh.us, which is our school web 
page and will open our classroom page. They will find a page linked to our classroom page 
that is called Science Information under Ms. Kunk's Favorite Web Sites.  This is a copy of 
our global changes sphere-to-sphere interactions.  I have modified them a bit and put them 
on the Internet for the students to use.  The students will then spend time researching their 
sphere and trying to determine how a volcanic eruption affects their assigned sphere.  Each 
student will try and find the answers to these questions and collaborate with their group on 
final discussions.  As a team, they have to answer questions such as these depending on 
their sphere: 
 
∗      Biosphere:  How do volcanic eruptions affect animals, plants, and human life?  List 
several ways and examples and show where you found the information.  Think about what 
would happen to the plants and animals in an area where a volcano erupted. 
 
 ∗      Atmosphere:  How do volcanic eruptions affect the air?  Consider what the air is 
made of and what gases a volcano releases when it erupts.  How would these gases and 
debris being released into the air be harmful? 
 
∗      Hydrosphere:  How would a volcanic eruption affect the water sources in an area?  
One effect of volcanic eruptions is the possible formation of acid rain.  How would acid rain 
affect an area?  Look at all the pictures of the volcanoes in the book you read.  What do 
you see on most of them?  (Hint: it is a form of precipitation.)  What would happen when a 
volcanic eruption occurs in an area that has glaciers or snow? 
 
∗      Lithosphere:  How would a volcanic eruption affect the soil and surface of the Earth?  
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In what ways are volcanoes related to the formation of different landforms?  Think about the 
lava coming from the volcano, mudflows, the shapes of volcanoes, and the other debris 
coming from the eruption. 
 
The students will spend the rest of this class period finding information and recording it in 
their journals.  As a homework assignment, they will individually develop an 
experiment/demonstration to test their ideas on the effect volcanic eruptions have on their 
sphere.  They will be given different books to use as a reference.  The students must include 
a list of materials, hypothesis, procedures, and data they will be collecting by conducting 
the experiment/demonstration.  The students will be reminded that the materials need to be 
in the classroom and the experiment/demonstration must be able to be conducted in the 
classroom.  They are to bring any necessary materials we do not have in the room or 
available at school. 
 
Day Two Lesson:  Begin the day by showing the students a few demonstrations I developed 
to show different elements of a volcano.  My fifth-grade students are concrete learners, and 
to lead them to the somewhat abstract concept of the relationship between magma and the 
surrounding country rock beneath a volcano, I use analogies.  For example, I link the 
abstract concept of density differences that cause magma to rise toward Earth's surface with 
a concrete demonstration of density differences showing the students a jar of water with 
food coloring and vegetable oil in it.  The oil will separate from the water and float above 
it.  I will also remind the students of the baking soda and vinegar experiment we conducted 
early this year to demonstrate chemical potential energy and then discuss the differences 
between that reaction and what happens in a real volcano.  I will also continually give 
students suggestions of how to make their experiments/demonstrations more successful.  
The students will get back together in their groups and share their individual ideas for an 
experiment/demonstration.  Together they will decide what they would like to try and 
actually conduct the experiment/demonstration.  They must complete all steps in the 
scientific process and continue to record their findings in their journals.  The students will 
complete their experiment/demonstration during this class period.  They will then begin 
preparing their lab report of the experiment.  The students will be given an opportunity to 
share their lab reports and results the following day in class after we have finished typing 
and formulating a quality report. 
 
Day Three Lesson - Conclusion and Post Assessment:  The students will present their lab 
reports and share their findings.  I will conduct the post assessment of their reports using a 
rubric (Figure 3).  I will also assess them on their presentation and their ideas on how they 
would change their experiment if they were given an opportunity to develop another 
experiment.  The students will take notes on their classmates' presentations, and I will grade 
their journal when the presentations are finished. 
 
The classroom observation and videotaping occurred during the day two lesson.  Using the 
team structure of the ESSEA online Earth system science course, the fifth-grade students 
shared their individual ideas for classroom demonstrations and worked with each other to, as 
one student said, "take the best ideas that different people had and put them together."  In 
this way plans for the demonstrations were finalized.  All four of the sphere groups built 
models of volcanoes, complete with baking soda and vinegar eruptions.  The group 
studying an eruption's impact on flora and fauna arranged M&Ms around the cone and 
showed that the erupting lava would affect some, but not all, life living near the eruption.  
Another group studying the land (lithosphere) used a cutout cardboard "ocean" to show that 
as lava spilled into the water, land would build outward.  Groups studying the atmosphere 
and hydrosphere also developed  demonstrations that showed interactions between 
volcanic eruptions and their spheres. 
 
Reflection on the Lesson:  The students developed their own experiment design that 
inc luded a purpose, hypothesis, demonstration procedure, data collected and analyzed, 
and conclusions.  The students also had to write several individual questions that they were 
trying to answer through the demonstration.  They had to justify their demonstration by 
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explaining how it would help them answer their own questions about the spheres of the 
Earth.  The questions to students that I stated in my lesson plan were simply guidelines to 
help them stay on the right track.  After completing the demonstrations, the students also 
developed a flipbook shaped like a volcano that contained one page for each of the 
spheres.  The students were asked to summarize what they learned about each sphere on 
the appropriate pages.  They were also asked to write a conclusion at the end of their book 
describing how the spheres all impact one another.  It was extraordinary to see their ability 
to apply what they had learned.  The students were so good at seeing the connections 
among the spheres that when I was working on my final project for one of the ESSEA 
courses that I took, I asked the students for their opinion on how the event would affect the 
four spheres.  They had some great ideas that I had not thought of.  I think the element I 
learned the most through the ESSEA courses is to never underestimate the ability of your 
students.  My small-town fifth-grade students were able to understand and successfully 
master science content standards that are labeled at the ninth-grade level, such as: 
"Explain the relationship of the oceans to the lithosphere and atmosphere."  We conducted 
these demonstrations in the autumn of 2002, and the students were still using Earth system 
concepts in other inquiry-based investigations months later.  The skills and content the 
students learned doing inquiry-based science are at the heart of the Ohio proficiency tests.  
These high-stakes tests are modeled on the national science standards and test student 
knowledge of the process of inquiry-based science.  The students will take the Ohio 
profic iency test in science in March 2004. 
 
Conclusions 
 
This case study suggests that the ESSEA online Earth system course for middle school 
teachers is successful in increasing teacher content knowledge, the use of technology in 
the classroom, and the development of inquiry-based classroom applications.  K-12 
students are motivated to learn about the Earth system because of their ownership of the 
development of the classroom activities.  They were drawn into the process of science by 
asking their own questions, developing ideas as a team to strategize effective methods to 
answer those questions, made their thinking visible by constructing effective demonstrations 
for their classmates and then employing those demonstrations to teach Earth system 
science to their peers.  In addition to Ms. Kelly Kunk, several other course participants were 
interviewed and videotaped during the 2002 course offering and subsequent academic 
year.  Although beyond the scope of this paper, those interviews and visits revealed that she 
and other course participants developed standards-based Earth system science activities 
and continued to use the pedagogical methods modeled in the ESSEA course for other 
inquiry-based science activities during the school year. 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 
